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This presentation will give an overview of WebSphere Extended Deployment V6.
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Agenda

� Introduction to WebSphere Extended Deployment

�Major features overview

This presentation will first introduce WebSphere Extended Deployment, then give an 
overview of the major features. 
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IntroductionIntroduction

Section

This section will introduce the WebSphere Extended Deployment product.
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Overview

�WebSphere Extended Deployment (XD) 6.0 is an 
‘add-on’ product for WebSphere Application Server 
6.0.2

�Provides enhanced features in many areas:

�Dynamic operations

�High performance computing
� Partitioning facility

� ObjectGrid

�Advanced administrative capabilities
� Application edition management

� Administrative visualization and health monitoring

�Business grid

WebSphere Extended Deployment, also called WebSphere XD, is an add-on product for 
WebSphere Application Server that provides advanced features for your environment. 
Version 6 of WebSphere XD requires version 6.0.2 of WebSphere Application Server. 
WebSphere XD adds features in the following areas:

Dynamic operations features enable a virtualized, dynamic environment for goal-oriented 
workload management, to take better advantage of hardware resources in a distributed 
environment. The partitioning facility is a programming framework and runtime 
environment for implementing high-volume transactional applications that scale linearly 
with additional hardware, by dividing a large environment into smaller, uniquely 
addressable ‘partitions’ to increase efficiency and reduce contention. ObjectGrid is a new 
high-performance, transactional, and customizable cache framework for Java™ objects. 
WebSphere XD also provides several advanced features for enhanced administration, 
including the ability to manage and seamlessly roll out multiple editions of an application; 
visualization tools to help you better understand what is happening in your environment; 
and health monitoring agents that can automatically take action when certain software 
conditions are detected. Lastly, Business grid functionality enables you to run and manage 
long-running and compute-intensive J2EE applications in a WebSphere XD environment 
designed for those types of work.

Each of these topics will be discussed briefly in this presentation, and covered in more 
detail in other presentations.
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Dynamic OperationsDynamic Operations

Section

This section will cover the dynamic operations features of WebSphere XD.
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Dynamic Operations Overview

�Virtualized, goal-oriented, policy-based, dynamic 
workload management

�More consistent quality of service for critical 
applications

�More efficient utilization of hardware resources

WebSphere XD provides a virtualized environment that allows hardware resources to be 
shared and allocated dynamically based on performance goals that you have defined for 
your enterprise applications. This capability can help you provide a more consistent quality 
of service for your critical applications in times of excessive load, and more efficiently 
utilize the hardware resources that you already have. The following example will highlight 
the benefits of a dynamic, virtualized WebSphere XD environment.
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Example: Typical Distributed Environment

� Environment

�Multiple business critical 
applications

�Hundreds of application 
servers

� Challenges

�Underutilized servers

�Inability to share 
resources across clusters

�Inconsistent quality of 
service 

�Human-intensive 
monitoring and 
management environment
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An example of a typical environment without WebSphere XD is shown here, with three 
applications: stock trading, account management, and portfolio forecasting.  A real 
environment would likely be an order of magnitude larger than this example, in terms of 
both applications and hardware.  Most of the servers are underutilized because they have 
all been provisioned for peak load.  You get inconsistent qualities of service in this 
scenario, because if one application gets more load than it can handle, it cannot take 
advantage of other resources that may be sitting idle.

As you can see in this example, each of the three applications has its own cluster, running 
at low utilization. If for some reason a large amount of traffic hits the stock trading 

application, its cluster could become 100% utilized, at which point the application’s 
performance will begin to degrade, despite the fact that you have other resources sitting 

underutilized.
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Example: Dynamic Operations Environment
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� Virtualized

�Pooled resources 

�Virtualized applications

� Goals based

�Operational policies are 
attached to applications to 
reflect operational goals and 
importance of application

�Autonomic managers 
monitor environment for 
maximum utilization using 
business goals

� Results

�Reduce total cost of 
ownership 
(doing more with same/less)

� Increase stability and 
repeatability of environment

What WebSphere XD does, instead,  is provide a virtualized environment.  The key 
concept is called a node group, which is essentially a shareable pool of machines. Within 
a node group, you define dynamic clusters (which are similar to regular ‘clusters’ but can 
dynamically grow and shrink) to which your applications will be deployed.  You then define 
policies that dictate performance goals that will govern the management of workload for 
that application.  WebSphere XD will manage work against that goal, and as you see in 
this example, resources are dynamically allocated within the resource pool as work comes 
into the system to balance resources and maintain acceptable performance. You may 
even find that you can afford to deploy more applications onto the same amount of 
hardware, since it is now utilized in a more efficient manner.
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Key Features

�On Demand Router (ODR)

�New process built as a set of filters to the Proxy Server

�Provides routing of HTTP traffic into a collection of cells

�Provides three key On Demand features:
� Flow Control/Queuing

� Prioritization

� Dynamic Workload Management

�Dynamic application placement

�Autonomic placement of instances of applications on 
servers 

�Starts/stops preconfigured application instances to meet 
defined performance goals

WebSphere XD includes a new process, the On Demand Router, that is an enhanced 
version of the Proxy Server included in WebSphere Application Server V6.0.2. The On 
Demand Router is an intelligent HTTP proxy that acts as the entry point for traffic coming 
into a WebSphere XD cell, performing request prioritization, flow control, and dynamic 
workload management.

Another key feature is known as dynamic application placement, which uses dynamic 
clusters to increase or decrease the number of servers on which a particular application is 
running to help meet your performance goals. Each node within a dynamic cluster has an 
instance of an application server running that cluster’s applications that can be started and 
stopped dynamically as traffic for that application increases or decreases.
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Common Topology

� Typical topology has multiple ODRs for scalability and 

availability

� ODR generates the plugin-cfg.xml file for Web server plug-ins

� ODR dynamically learns configuration of backend cell

� ODRs can be connected to multiple cells simultaneously

� ODR supports routing to any HTTP endpoint

�Can be placed in front of the Web server tier, for example

The most common topology places the On Demand Router (or more commonly multiple 
On Demand Routers) inside the private network between the Web server and the 
application servers. This leaves the Web server to continue serving static content, but the 
plug-in running on the Web server is now configured to route traffic to the ODR, rather 
than to the application servers. The ODR is constantly updated on the location of dynamic 
cluster instances within the cell (or cells), and routes traffic accordingly.

Some less common topology options are also possible, including placing the ODR tier in 
the de-militarized zone, where it could be used in front of, or instead of the Web server 
tier.
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Integration with non WebSphere XD Servers

�The ODR can route traffic 
to non WebSphere XD 
servers

�Any HTTP(S) endpoint, 
including Gluecode SE, 

Tomcat, or .NET

�Optional monitoring agent 
provides better integration

�Communicates processor 

capacity and utilization 
information to the ODR

WebSphere XD

Gluecode SE

.NET

Monitoring
Agent

Monitoring
Agent

Non WebSphere XD servers can also be integrated into a WebSphere XD environment. 
The On-Demand Router can route traffic to any HTTP endpoint, meaning that you can use 
it as a front end to applications running on third-party servers, including Gluecode SE, 
Tomcat, or .NET. While dynamic application placement cannot be performed on these non 
WebSphere XD servers, you can benefit from the On-Demand Router’s request 
prioritization and flow control features. For enhanced integration, you can also install a 
lightweight monitoring agent on each of the non WebSphere XD servers that will 
communicate processor capacity and utilization information back to the ODR. This enables 
the ODR to make better decisions as to how much traffic should be routed to each server. 
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Integration with Tivoli® Intelligent Orchestrator

Virtualization

Policy

Prioritization

Provisioning

Visualization

ODOE
Web Server WebSphere - Banking WebSphere - Trading Lotus® - e-mail

Tivoli Intelligent Orchestrator (TIO)

Enterprise

Business 

Policies

WebSphere XD also provides hooks for integrating with Tivoli Intelligent Orchestrator, 
allowing it to participate in larger-scale macroprovisioning with servers of disparate types. 
For example, if a WebSphere XD node group is fully utilized, TIO could take some servers 
from an underutilized Lotus Domino® environment, apply the appropriate WebSphere XD 
software and configuration, and add the servers to the node group in question, helping to 
handle the excess load.
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High Performance ComputingHigh Performance Computing

Section

The next section will cover the high performance computing features of WebSphere XD.
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Partitioning Facility Overview

�Creates a highly scalable environment for high 
volume transaction processing

�Near-linear scalability on distributed hardware

�Application is ‘partitioned’ across multiple servers

�A partition is a unique endpoint within a cluster

�Requests for certain data or certain Enterprise Java™

Beans (EJBs) are always routed to the same partition

�Avoids traditional challenges of scaling

�Large scale data replication and caching, for example

The partitioning facility is a programming framework and runtime environment that makes 
it possible for high transaction-volume applications to scale linearly by adding hardware 
capacity. To accomplish this, an application is partitioned across multiple servers in a 
cluster. Each partition is a uniquely addressable endpoint within the cluster, to which 
requests for certain data sets are always routed. Partitioning solves some of the traditional 
challenges of very large clustering, because it can reduce data contention and reduce the 
overhead of replicating shared data, like caches or state information.
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Partitioning Facility Overview (cont.)

�Partitions are highly available

�Managed by the WebSphere Application Server High 
Availability Manager 

�Applications must be designed for partitioning

�Partitioned Stateless Session Beans implement the 
PartitionHandler interface

While partitioning reduces the number of locations within a cluster where a particular piece 
of logic may be running, your entire application remains highly available, because 
partitions are managed by WebSphere Application Server’s High Availability Manager. The 
High Availability Manager ensures that every partition is running at all times, even in the 
case of a server failure.

While the standard J2EE programming model is available to partitioned applications, you 
must also create a special kind of bean, known as a Partitioned Stateless Session Bean, 
to instruct the partitioning facility about how your application should be partitioned, and 
how to associate requests with the correct partition, so they can be routed properly.
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Partitioning Example Scenario

� Stock trading application

�Each stock symbol is mapped to a 
partition

� Each partition can be mapped 
to a segment of a partitioned 
database

� All requests for each stock are 
served only by a single 
partition

�Session bean states and cache 
data are replicated across the 
partition, not the whole cluster

�Database contention is reduced

In this example scenario, consider a high-volume stock-trading application that has very 
high year-to-year traffic growth. The application is partitioned across a cluster of servers, 
such that buy or sell requests for each stock symbol are routed to a partition associated 
with that symbol. There may be more partitions than servers in the cluster, meaning each 
server is running multiple partitions. The work is effectively divided into unique data sets 
across the cluster, simplifying data replication and reducing overhead. Further, if the 
underlying database is designed such that separate database instances correspond to the 
data that would be accessed by individual partitions, then contention on the database will 
be reduced as well. This type of an environment scales extremely well. Adding additional 
hardware will simply reduce the number of partitions that must be hosted by each 
individual server, giving the cluster added capacity without additional overhead normally 
associated with large-scale clustering.
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ObjectGrid Overview

�ObjectGrid is a high-performance, 
transactional cache framework for storing 
Java objects

�Scalable from a local JVM cache to a distributed, 

partitioned cluster of 100 JVMs 

�Can be backed by a hardened data store 

�Customizable cache lifecycle features

�Declaration, configuration, invalidation, size 
management, cache loading

ObjectGrid is a new WebSphere XD technology that provides a high-performance, 
transactional cache framework for storing Java objects. An ObjectGrid can be used as a 
generic object cache, and optionally persisted to a hardened store. It can in the same 
fashion also be used as a local cache for objects stored in a database. ObjectGrid is a 
highly customizable feature, with interfaces provided for custom data loaders, invalidation 
and size management schemes, and more.
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Advanced Administration FeaturesAdvanced Administration Features

Section

This section will cover the advanced administrative features of WebSphere XD.
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Advanced Administration Features

� Visualization tools simplify health and performance 

assessments

� Edition Control Center supports multiple application editions 
and seamless rollout

� Health monitoring tools provide means for remediation of 

software health problems

� Repository checkpoints enable returning to a previously 

saved ‘snapshot’ of the configuration repository

� Standby Deployment Managers can be created for 
administrative high availability

WebSphere XD includes many features that make life easier for the administrator of a 
WebSphere environment. The visualization components enhance the Administrative 
Console to provide live data on the performance and health characteristics of the entire 
cell. The Administrative Console also features the Edition Control Center, which enables 
management of multiple editions of an application, including interruption-free rollout. 
WebSphere XD also has health monitoring capability, and can take remediation steps 
when software health problems are detected. The extended repository service is a new 
feature that lets you create saved checkpoints of your configuration repository. These 
checkpoints allow you to later return to a saved configuration, or they can be used as an 
‘undo’ feature for configuration changes. WebSphere XD also lets you create multiple 
Deployment Managers in a single cell. One of these standby Deployment Managers can 
take over if the active Deployment Manager fails, so that a Deployment Manager is always 

available for managing your cell.
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Runtime Visualization

�Runtime Map

�Summary view of entire cell

�Quickly assess overall health

�Runtime topology

�Detailed view of what is 
running and where

�Custom charting of 

performance and goal data

�Data can be logged for 
reference or chargeback

The visualization features can be accessed from the Administrative Console. The first 
view, the Runtime Map, displays an overview of the entire cell for quick assessment of the 
overall performance relative to defined goals. Color is used to indicate goal-relative 
performance, and size is used to indicate the amount of work performed, relative to the 
other servers. You can also drill down or search within this view to get information about a 
specific server.

The runtime topology view displays a simple overview of your entire topology, and shows 
where individual components (such as dynamic cluster instances or highly available 
runtime components) are currently running. You can also display custom charts that can 

represent numerous statistics about components of your cell, from an application’s 
average response time to the processor utilization of an individual server.
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Application Edition Management

�WebSphere XD supports managing multiple 
editions of an application in a WebSphere cell

�Interruption-free rollout of application updates

�Ability to “roll back” to a previous application version

�“Validation mode” to verify functionality using a subset of 
users

�Routing policies can be used to define which particular 
requests are handled by which application edition

�An edition is a distinct instance of a J2EE 
application (similar to version)

�May be a distinct build version, or the same build with 
different deployment bindings

WebSphere XD allows you to deploy and manage multiple editions of the same application 
within a cell. You can use the Edition Control Center to manage the rollout of new editions 
to some or all of your servers without service interruption, and you also have the ability to 
roll back to previous editions if you find a problem with the new edition after deployment. 
‘Validation’ of an edition rolls it out to a new cluster that is a clone of the cluster to which a 
previous edition is deployed, so that you can verify the functionality of the edition in your 
production environment. If you have multiple editions of an application deployed 
concurrently, you can create routing policies that dictate which edition should serve each 
incoming request. For example, all requests from users in a certain group, or from a 
certain IP address range, might be served by a different edition than all other users, for 
testing purposes.
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The Edition Control Center

The Edition Control Center is a new section of the Administrative Console that enables 
you to manage the various editions of your installed applications. It allows you to see 
which editions are currently active in your environment, and manage how those editions 
are rolled out. From here you can choose to roll a new edition out to your cluster one 
server at a time, or use a ‘divide and switch’ approach, or to put an application edition into 
the previously mentioned ‘validation mode’.
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Operational Scenarios: Atomic Rollout

Edition 1.0Edition 2.0
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routers

Dynamic cluster

Edition 1.0

application

requests

quiesce 

& stop
request

request

request

restart

restart

Edition 2.0

Edition 2.0

This example illustrates one of the available rollout methods, called ‘atomic rollout’. It uses 
a ‘divide-and-switch’ technique to rollout a new edition across a cluster while ensuring that 
only one edition is actively serving traffic at any given time. The On Demand Router will 
first quiesce traffic to half of the servers in the cluster, and when existing requests 
complete, the new edition is installed to those servers, and they are restarted. Traffic will 
then be quiesced on the other half of the servers. While waiting for those requests to 
finish, there may be a brief build-up of requests in the On Demand Router’s dispatch 
queue, since no servers are receiving traffic. Once the existing requests have been 
served, requests (including those that built up in the queue) will start being routed to the 
first set of servers, which is now running the new edition of the application. The new 
edition will then be installed on the second set of servers. Once they have been restarted, 
the entire cluster will be running the new application edition.

Note that since your cluster will effectively be running at half capacity during this process, 
it is wise to perform this type of an edition upgrade during a low-traffic time period.
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Health Monitoring

�A WebSphere XD environment can be monitored 
for various software health conditions

�Age, work performed, memory usage, response time

�Stuck requests, storm drain detection (new in XD 6.0)

�Health conditions and reactions are defined by 
Health Policies

�Servers can be restarted as a corrective or preventive 
action

�Java heap can be dumped for memory problems

Health monitoring is another useful administration feature. WebSphere XD allows you to 
configure ‘health policies’, which define software conditions that may indicate a problem 
including excessive memory usage, stuck requests, or simply uptime, and take a user-
defined action if those conditions are matched. For example, if your application has a 
known bug that causes degraded performance after a week of uptime, you could choose 
to automatically restart the server weekly. Similarly, you could also choose to generate a 
dump of the Java heap every time memory consumption exceeded a certain level, and 
restart the server as well. Note that heap dumps can only be generated automatically on 
platforms that utilize the IBM Java Runtime Environment.
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Repository Checkpoints

�Repository checkpoints give you advanced control 
over the configuration repository

�A full checkpoint is a snapshot of the repository

�Restoring to a full checkpoint returns to the configuration 

state from the time the snapshot was taken

�A delta checkpoint records the most recent change 
to your configuration

�Delta checkpoints can be rolled back individually, in order

�Can be created automatically when changes are made

Repository checkpoints are a new feature that make it easier to manage your WebSphere 
XD configuration. A ‘full checkpoint’ is a snapshot of your entire configuration repository 
that you can create at any time, and use in the future to restore your configuration back to 
that state. You can also configure WebSphere XD to create ‘delta checkpoints’ each time 
you save changes to your configuration repository. Delta checkpoints contain a record of 
configuration objects that were changed during the last save action, and you can roll back 
one or more delta checkpoints to undo a series of changes in reverse order.
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Standby Deployment Managers

�WebSphere XD supports running multiple 
Deployment Managers for high availability

�One Deployment Manager is active, others run in 
standby mode until a failure is detected

�A single master repository is used, stored on a shared file 

system

�Administrator accesses the Deployment Manager 
through the On Demand Router (ODR)

�ODR routes requests to the current ‘active’ Deployment 
Manager

Although it is not required to have a Deployment Manager running at all times, you may be 
interested in running more than one Deployment Manager concurrently if you require 
highly available  administrative capability. WebSphere XD supports redundant Deployment 
Managers by allowing multiple Deployment Manager processes to be concurrently active 
in a cell in an active/standby configuration. All of the Deployment Managers work from the 
same master repository, stored on a shared file system. The On Demand Router routes 
requests to the currently active Deployment Manager, and to one of the other Deployment 
Managers if the originally active one fails.
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Business GridBusiness Grid

Section

This section will cover the Business Grid feature.
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Business Grid Overview

� WebSphere Application Server has traditionally focused on 
transactional applications
�Applications typically are designed to handle large volumes of 

relatively small tasks

�Not all applications fit this type of design

� Business Grid enhances WebSphere Application Server to 
support long-running applications
�Provides capabilities to deploy long-running applications along with 

transactional applications

� It is usually preferable to run long-running applications and 
transactional work on different servers
�Business Grid balances the work across different nodes within a cell 

Business Grid is a new feature that expands the types of work that WebSphere XD is 
designed to handle. Applications designed to run on WebSphere Application Server tend 
to be transaction-oriented applications, made up of several relatively short-lived tasks. 
Business Grid adds to WebSphere XD the capability to run and manage long-running 
applications in the same cell as your transactional applications. WebSphere XD 
dynamically manages both workload types and allocates server resources as necessary, 
while keeping the two types of applications separate, since they tend to have different 
runtime needs.
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Business Grid Capabilities

� Long-running work often requires different capabilities

�Work Manager (asynchronous beans) and message-driven beans 
support some of these needs

� Business Grid provides further support for these needs 

�Asynchronous submission and execution

�Greater separation of submitter and execution environment

� Supports work being submitted from outside the WebSphere environment

�Work is persisted to highly available and non-volatile data stores 

�Administrative controls to monitor and manage units of work

�Capability to prioritize and schedule work

WebSphere Application Server has some features that can be beneficial to long-running 
applications, such as the work manager and message-driven beans for running 
asynchronous tasks in the EJB container, but WebSphere XD expands on these features 
by providing a full set of capabilities for running and managing long-running work. These 
features include a special execution environment for long-running work, a separate job 
submission and scheduling environment, and the administrative tools to monitor and 
manage long-running work.
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Types of Long Running Work

� WebSphere Extended Deployment V6.0 supports two styles 
of long-running work

� Batch applications focus on doing large amounts of work 
based on a specific task, for example record processing
�Application will provide logic for a single unit of work (process one 

record)

�Container provides support for transactions and mechanisms 
checkpoint and restart work

� Compute-intensive applications focus on large amounts of 
processor-bound work
�Container provides thread of execution and has limited contact with 

the work after it is started

�Application provides all other logic

Long-running work can generally be divided into two types, both of which are supported by 
WebSphere XD. A batch application is designed to repeatedly perform some specific unit 
of work, such as processing a database record, over a large set of data. If an application 
provides the logic for performing the work, WebSphere XD can manage the transaction 
support and lifecycle aspects, such as restarting the work at the point it was stopped in the 
case of an interruption. Compute-intensive applications are also long-running tasks with 
little user interaction, but focus on performing a large amount of work that tends to be 
processor-bound, such as large-scale simulation work. In this case WebSphere XD 
provides a runtime environment and a thread of execution, and all other logic is 
implemented by the application.
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Summary

�WebSphere XD 6.0 is an ‘add-on’ product for 
WebSphere Application Server that provides many 
advanced features

�Dynamic operations features create a virtualized, 
goal-based environment for workload management

�High performance computing

�The partitioning facility provides a means to create a 
highly scalable environment for high-volume transaction 
processing

�ObjectGrid is a high-performance, transactional, and 
extensible cache framework

In summary, WebSphere Extended Deployment is an add-on product that provides several 
advanced features for WebSphere Application Server. The dynamic operations features 
enable a virtualized, dynamic environment for better utilizing shareable hardware 
resources based on user-defined performance goals. The partitioning facility provides a 
programming model and runtime environment for implementing highly scalable solutions 
for transaction processing. ObjectGrid is a new high-performance, transactional, and 
extensible object cache for Java applications.
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Summary (cont.)

�Advanced administrative capabilities

�Administrative visualization provides new ways to look at 
performance data about your environment

�Application edition management features enable 

seamless rollout of multiple editions of an application

�Health monitoring can trigger alerts and take action when 
software health problems are detected

�Business grid

�An environment for running and managing compute-
intensive and batch styleJ2EE applications

The advanced administration features provided by WebSphere XD include advanced 
visualization tools for monitoring the performance of your environment, the Edition Control 
Center for the management and seamless deployment of multiple editions of an 
application, and health monitoring features that can detect software health problems and 
take actions on your behalf. Lastly, Business Grid provides an environment for running 
and managing compute intensive and batch style J2EE applications within a WebSphere 
XD cell.
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